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10Abstract Q4

11The theory of Instrumental Genesis (IG) accounts for the mutual evolution of artefacts and their
12uses, for specific purposes in specific environments. IG has been used in Computer-Supported
13Collaborative Learning (CSCL) to explain how instruments are generated through the interac-
14tions of learners, teachers and artefacts in ‘downstream’ classroom activities. This paper addresses
15the neglected ‘upstream’ activities of CSCL design, where teachers, educational designers and
16educational technologists use CSCL design artefacts in specific design-for-learning situations.
17The paper shows how the IG approach can be used to follow artefacts and ideas back and forth on
18the CSCL design and implementation pathway. It demonstrates ways of tracing dynamic relations
19between artefacts and their uses across the whole complex of instrument-mediated activity
20implicated in learning and design. This has implications for understanding the communicability
21of design ideas and informing the iterative improvement of designs and designing for CSCL.

22Keywords Collaborative design . Design for CSCL . Design research . Educational design .

23Instrumental genesis . Mediated action
24

25Introduction Q5: researching CSCL design

26There are several complementary strategies available for research that is intended to improve the
27quality and outcomes of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL). For example, one
28can focus onCSCL itself, trying to understand the processes, relationships, practices, tools, and so
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29on that are involved in successful and unsuccessful learning episodes. But one can also study the
30educational work involved in facilitating, orchestrating, and/or designing for CSCL. At first
31glance, research on how people design for CSCL may seem unnecessarily far away from where
32the important action takes place. However, design is a key locus for the incorporation of the
33outcomes of research into real-world educational work. We cannot learn for other people, but we
34can try to be, and to help others become, better and more knowledgeable teachers and designers.
35From this view, research into how people design for CSCL – and how they get better at designing
36– is closer to the real action (of improving educational opportunities), and more consequential,
37than might first appear. Our program of research has the practical goal of supporting and
38improving educational design activity, including through the development of methods, tools,
39and resources for educational designers. Thismotivates an accompanying scientific goal: we need
40to understand how educational designers – whether specially trained or self-taught – engage in
41design work, and how their design practices change, so that more effective design methods, tools,
42and resources may be developed and adopted. This is a dynamic space in which to work: design
43tools and practices co-evolve, so we need ways of conceptualising the phenomena we are
44investigating that help us track their joint movement.
45In this paper, we adopt an approach based on the theory of Instrumental Genesis
46(Lonchamp 2012; Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003) to investigate CSCL design activity: focus-
47ing on the mutual evolution of artefacts and their use, within an educational design context.
48Our main aim is to understand the evolving role of artefacts (digital and material) in mediating
49CSCL design activity. We do this in a way that also acknowledges the distributed nature of
50design and of learning in CSCL. Design activity, in many educational situations, is distributed
51across people and time. For example, students often have to do non-trivial design work to
52customise a collaborative learning task they have been given, and/or to agree on an appropriate
53set of tools and resources to use. Similarly, designers can learn from the successes and failures
54of work they have done, and so can those of us who are trying to research and improve CSCL
55design tools and methods. Thus, a second aim of our paper is to track and illustrate some of the
56ways these design and learning processes unfold, and artefacts move, back and forth along the
57CSCL design and implementation pathway.
58The first part of the paper introduces the problem area and the theoretical framing, and
59provides a brief review of related literature focusing Instrumental Genesis (IG) and its
60relevance for CSCL research and practice. We build upon the work of Lonchamp (2012),
61who first introduced IG to CSCL. We then describe our research aims, setting, design, and
62methods. After that, the paper provides illustrative examples of how the IG approach can be
63used to follow artefacts and ideas back and forth on the CSCL design pathway. The discussion
64in the last section of the paper complements and extends the analysis of IG in CSCL offered by
65Lonchamp (2012) and others, showing how CSCL research, design, and learning activities can
66be productively regarded as a single, distributed, dynamic system.

67Framing the problem: educational design for CSCL and instrumental
68genesis

69Researching design

70Studying how teachers (learn to) orchestrate and facilitate CSCL is well established as a
71research area (Song and Looi 2012; Looi and Song 2013; Leeuwen 2015). Studying and
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72improving educational design – otherwise known as ‘design for learning’ - can also enhance
73opportunities for knowledgeable action in educational practice (Goodyear 2015; Laurillard
742012; Mor and Mogilevsky 2013). Usually, there is more time to consult, and consider the
75applicability of, research evidence from the learning sciences when designing tasks and
76materials, and there is less time for this in ‘live’ classroom teaching. However, effective
77participation in research-informed design activity depends upon educational practitioners
78being equipped with ideas and tools to support their engagement in productive practices of
79design. This places the understanding of practices related to the use of technology in
80educational design squarely on the research agenda.
81As White (2008) points out, within educational design research, artefacts are created with
82the dual purpose of supporting and investigating learning. Our research extends this idea:
83providing insights into the role of artefacts in the collaborative learning of educational
84designers and of educational design researchers.1 On this view, educational designers are not
85only designing for other people’s learning; they are themselves learning - about students’ needs
86and learning contexts, new design tools and methods, ways of solving emergent problems in
87their designs, etc. Design researchers like ourselves are also learning from our empirical
88research, including from our observations of, and reflections on, CSCL designers in action.
89Design and design research activity involve mixtures of intentional and incidental learning
90which also inform modifications to the environments in which future design and learning
91activities take place (Damşa et al. 2010; Illeris 2009; Kali et al. 2011).
92Design theorists have offered some sharply contrasting ways of understanding and describ-
93ing design. Advancing a ‘technical-rational’ view, Simon (1995) described design as “inher-
94ently computational – a matter of computing the implications of initial assumptions and
95combinations about them” (Simon 1995, p. 247). By contrast, Schön (1987) saw design as a
96form of reflective practice, involving the application of personal knowledge and experience to
97each unique set of circumstances. Debates about whether design is a ‘science’ or an ‘art’
98abound in the design literature and in studies examining how designers learn and practice
99design (Carvalho et al. 2009; Dorst and Dijkhuis 1995; Papanek 2001; Schön 1987; Simon
1001996). Although competing views may influence how designers engage in collaborative
101design activity, this specific discussion is beyond the scope of the present paper. For the
102purposes of the present study, we refer to ‘design’ as an intentional activity of transforming
103ideas and knowledge into an artefact, product, or service. Our specific focus is on ‘educational
104design activity’, where designers are creating and (re)configuring artefacts, products, or
105services with the goal of facilitating and supporting other people’s learning.
106It is essential to note that the design of artefacts, including tools, often continues into the
107period of the artefact’s use. Design does not stop with the (professional/specialist) designer:
108‘users’ also design, and this continuity is important (Folcher 2003; Manzini 2015). This has
109been acknowledged in a number of commentaries on design. For example, Krippendorff
110(2005) talks of a ‘semantic turn’ in design: such that the designer’s primary goal should be
111to create artefacts that have meaning in the lives of their users, enabling users to move the
112artefacts onwards through various kinds and stages of usage. “No artefact can be realized
113within a culture without being meaningful to those who can move it through its various
114definitions” according to Krippendorff (2005, p. 186). Gatt and Ingold (2013) also remind us

1 To be clear, we see ‘learning’ in broad terms. It is not just done by students, nor is it solely the result of
instruction. It includes the development of richer understandings and sharper skills, brought about by a variety of
experiences
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115that designers design things in a world that is constantly under construction, the world is
116changing as it responds to the activities of its inhabitants. Designers’ outputs need to mesh
117with the ongoing activities of other people (Goodyear and Dimitriadis 2013).
118Such insights should make it clear that the proper evaluation of a new design tool or
119educational artefact is no simple matter. We cannot assume that tools and other artefacts have
120entirely fixed properties or that their users have fixed preferences or fixed methods of use. To
121understand what is happening in the examples of computer-supported collaborative design for
122CSCL presented later in this article, we need a theoretical framework that can bring together
123the evolving nature of tools and practices.

124Frameworks for understanding relations between human activity and technological
125artefacts

126One of the broad challenges tackled by the CSCL community has been to find ways of
127conceptualising how collaborative activity unfolds through interactions with technological
128artefacts. In so doing, the community has tested and adapted ideas from Cognitive Science,
129Science and Technology Studies, Human Computer Interaction, Applied Psychology, and
130research on learning and change in complex workplaces.
131The notion that cognition is best understood as distributed across individual minds and devices
132is now commonplace in CSCL (Salomon 1993; Hutchins 1995; Hollan et al. 2000; Strijbos et al.
1332004). Contemporary theoretical accounts that linkmultiple people and devices fall broadly under
134two headings: those inspired by Actor-Network Theory (ANT) – see e.g. Latour (1996), Fenwick
135and Edwards (2010) and those based in Activity Theory. From our perspective, ANT’s insistence
136on elegant symmetries between human and non-human actors makes it unnecessarily hard to take
137into account distinctively human capacities for intention and interpretation. In contrast, Activity
138Theory (Nardi 1996; Engeström 1999; Kaptelinin 2005) gives a central place to intention. Indeed,
139activities are identified through their orientation to accomplishing a particular goal: they are
140object-oriented. Activity Theory foregrounds the relationships between acting subjects, their
141objects and mediating artefacts the subjects use to accomplish their objects.

142Instrumental genesis

143The theory of Instrumental Genesis (IG) derives from work by French ergonomists, building on
144Activity Theory and especially the notion of instrument-mediated activity (Béguin 2003;
145Rabardel and Béguin 2005; Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003; Verillon and Rabardel 1995). It
146focuses on the “integration of artefacts into the structure of human activity and provides perhaps
147the most elaborate conceptual account of such integration” (Kaptelinin and Nardi 2006, p.110).
148Critically important for us, IG explicitly focuses on how design is continued in use and hence
149distributed between designers and users through mediating artefacts and instruments.
150Lonchamp (2012) and others have argued that IG offers a helpful corrective to accounts in
151the educational technology literature which position either computers or people as the prime
152sources of change. It offers sharper ways of theorising human-computer relations, while
153avoiding deterministic thinking (Oliver 2011, 2013; Orlikowski 2007;Overdijk et al. 2012,
1542014; Ritella and Hakkarainen 2012; White 2008).
155Instrumental Genesis (IG) is concerned with the mutual evolution of an artefact and its uses
156for a specific purpose within a given environment (Lonchamp 2012; Rabardel and Bourmaud
1572003). This approach has served to explain how people’s activity progressively develops, as
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158well as how they adapt technological artefacts to the conditions of usage. Given the critical role
159that aspects of human-computer interaction have in CSCL settings, the IG approach has
160attracted the attention of some members of this research community (Lonchamp 2012;
161Ritella and Hakkarainen 2012), though it is still not widely known. From an IG perspective,
162every human activity is directed towards a goal of some kind - an object that lends direction
163and structure to the activity: “[...] the activity does not have a direction and does not really start
164until the object of activity is defined” (Kaptelinin 2005, p. 16).
165People (acting subjects) work on and towards the objects of their activity in ways that are
166usually mediated, rather than direct. Rabardel and Bourmaud (2003) distinguish four kinds of
167mediation, reflecting different relationships between subject and object, self and others
168(Table 1). The first two kinds of mediation concern the subject’s actions on the object.
169The four kinds of mediation summarised in Table 1 are illustrated in our analysis later in the
170paper. All these forms of mediation can occur in a variety of ways, but here we foreground the
171role of instruments as mediators. How then do artefacts shape activity? This is, of course, a
172core issue for the field of ergonomics, in which notions of Instrumental Genesis first emerged.
173By extension, it should also be a fundamental issue for research and development in educa-
174tional technology, including CSCL. But it is surprisingly neglected (Oliver 2011, 2013).2

175The hybrid nature of mediating instruments

176A mediating instrument is typically both technical and psychological in nature (Béguin and
177Rabardel 2000). For Rabardel and Béguin (2005), an instrument is:
178

179180a composite entity made up of an artefact component (which can be understood as an
181artefact, the fraction of an artefact or a set of artefacts) and a scheme component (one or
182more utilization schemes, often linked to more general action schemes) (2005, p. 442).
183

184Rabardel and Béguin (2005, p. 436) distinguish between the effects of:

185& properties that are intrinsic to the artefact, such as its size, weight, hardness, or structural
186complexity and
187& utilisation schemes - in rough terms, methods for using the artefact.

188Utilisation schemes are extrinsic to the artefact: they attach to the subject who is using the artefact
189and are behaviour organisers, or a means for organising activity – among other things, they enable
190people to assign goals to actions, and meanings to experiences. Utilisation schemes have both
191private and social dimensions: the ways in which people make use of an artefact are sometimes
192private inventions, sometimes learned from other people, and sometimes a mixture of the two.

193Instruments, instrumentalisation and instrumentation

194If an instrument can be understood as a hybrid of an artefact and utilisation schemes, then
195instrument-mediated activity is shaped by properties of the artefact and the evolving utilisation

2 The importance of artefacts in CSCL becomes even greater if one acknowledges that the category is not
restricted to material and digital tools but also includes such things as task designs, collaboration scripts and other
kinds of scaffolds - conceptual and/or procedural artefacts that sometimes take on a material and/or digital form.
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196schemes of the artefact’s user(s). This perspective turns out to be particularly helpful for
197situations in which artefacts and their uses co-evolve. This is especially relevant for our
198research, as we are not only interested in people’s use of artefacts but also in the changes that
199take place as people adjust artefacts to their needs and through their actions, and how artefacts
200and ideas move back and forth on the CSCL design pathway.
201Instrumental Genesis, therefore, involves both the artefact, with which a person associates
202an action to perform a task, as well as the utilisation schemes, with which a person sees an
203instrument as a functional component.
204Instrumental Genesis entails two sub-processes: one that is artefact-oriented (which
205Rabardel called ‘instrumentalisation’) and the other is subject-oriented (‘instrumenta-
206tion’).3 Both processes are dynamic, and while instrumentalisation is oriented towards
207the evolution of the artefact side of the instrument, instrumentation relates to evolution on
208the human side of the instrument. Instrumentalisation involves enriching the properties of
209an artefact, or (temporarily or permanently) modifying its structure or its functioning.
210Instrumentation is characterised by an ‘evolution of the person’, and is closely connected
211to their utilisation schemes (Table 2).
212The assimilation of new artefacts to schemes happens when a person realises that a
213new interpretation for the use of an artefact is possible. In other words, a person may
214discover that an artefact might also be useful to perform a new function, for example
215using an email inbox as a to-do list. The assimilation of schemes happens when they are
216applied to other artefacts, for example when email is no longer seen just as a commu-
217nication tool, but also as a tool for organising one’s work. Alternatively, schemes can
218also accommodate as an adaptation response to changes in the environment. When this
219happens, the same artefact can gradually be used in accomplishing other tasks that were
220not in the repertoire of the design intentions. The concepts of instrumentation and
221instrumentalisation are illustrated in our analysis of the activity of educational designers
222and educational design researchers later in the paper.
223In practical terms, instruments are never isolated, they commonly intertwine with each other
224whilst peoples’ activity unfolds (Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003). These groups of structurally
225linked and/or loosely coupled instruments comprise an instrument system (Guin and Trouche
2262002). Instrument systems allow people to operationalise a number of quite heterogeneous
227artefacts and instruments with the purpose of accomplishing specific tasks or for performing
228continuing activity of a certain type (Vidal-Gomel and Samurçay 2002). The concept of
229instrument system is critical for the analysis of human activity, since people rarely limit
230themselves to using unitary tools. Instead, they interact with an ecology of tools and artefacts
231through numerous interrelated instruments.

3 We apologise for the visual similarity of these two contrasting terms, but they are now firmly fixed in the IG
literature.

t1:1 Table 1 Four kinds of mediation accordingQ6 to the Theory of Instrumental Genesis

t1:2 Epistemic mediations are concerned with the subject gaining a better understanding of the object
t1:3 Pragmatic mediations are concerned with action on the object (e.g. changing it in some way)
t1:4 Reflexive mediations are concerned with the subject herself (e.g. with strategies for self-management,

like the deliberate use of aids to memory)
t1:5 Inter-personal mediations are concerned with mediated relations with other people, such as other members

of a design team or collaborative learning group
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232Related studies

233Previous studies reporting on CSCL as instrument-mediated activity

234Drawing on Rabardel’s ideas, Lonchamp (2012) described the mediating role of CSCL
235systems, and characterised educational settings as constituted by: (i) the subjects – the people
236involved in the activity, e.g. teachers, learners; (ii) the instrument-mediated activity – with its
237object of knowledge and competence development; and (iii) the learning instruments – which
238mediate relations between subjects and objects, subjects and subjects and the reflections of
239each subject on themselves and their activity. Lonchamp noted that, in educational settings,
240instrumental mediations may happen in the ‘preparation phase’ and the ‘use phase’. In the
241preparation phase, the subjects are typically teachers and educational technology specialists,
242and the object of the instrument-mediated activity is designing for learning in a CSCL system.
243In the use phase, the subjects are the students and tutors and the object of the instrument-
244mediated activity is collaboratively developing students’ knowledge through interactions
245within a CSCL system. Lonchamp (2012) explained how instruments are generated between
246learners and artefacts and also the roles of educators and other learners in CSCL activity. He
247referred to this as the ‘downstream’ activity of learners and teachers using CSCL artefacts in
248specific learning situations. He explicitly chose not to focus on the ‘upstream’ activities of
249design for learning.
250Overdijk et al. (2012) offered a theoretical account for the “agent-artefact connection”
251and reviewed Instrumental Genesis as one of the lenses to examine the “potential for
252action” of technical artefacts. The authors spoke of a “mutual shaping” of agent and
253artefact, where the artefact shapes the learner’s behaviour and the learner shapes the
254technical artefact. In their account, Overdijik and colleagues (Overdijk et al. 2012)
255recognised that the “design of technological settings can only be indirect, in the sense
256that technological settings establish preconditions for educational opportunities but do
257not causally determine those activities” (p.194). In later work, Overdijk et al. (2014)
258offered a descriptive account of the introduction and use of a technical artefact within a
259classroom context, as a way of understanding learners’ connections to artefacts, their
260interactions with them, and how artefacts shape classroom activity.
261Previous work using IG to understand CSCL has focused on the use phase rather than the
262preparation phase. Our current study addresses this gap.

263Educational design patterns from an IG perspective

264According to Béguin and Rabardel (2000), utilisation schemes can be transmitted both
265informally and formally (e.g. through manuals or instructions), which may or may not be
266part of the artefact itself. This opens up a connection between IG and design patterns
267(which have been central to our practical work in enhancing educational design practice).
268Design patterns were introduced by Christopher Alexander et al. (1977) in architecture as
269a means for sharing design experience. A design pattern involves the pairing of a

t2:1 Table 2 Evolution of the artefact and the person/utilisation schemes

t2:2 Instrument Artefact Instrumentalisation (evolution of the artefact)
t2:3 Utilisation scheme(s) Instrumentation (evolution of person)
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270problem statement and a potential solution described within a broader context. It also
271includes a rationale for the solution, grounded in research findings, theory, or experi-
272ences (Goodyear Q7& Retalis 2010). Higher level patterns are kept at a level of abstraction
273that renders the solution applicable in a wide range of contexts. Details are left to be
274worked out (or embellished) by other lower level patterns. By connecting lower and
275higher-level design patterns in sets, one may create a pattern language for a particular
276class of complex problem/solution. Although design patterns and pattern languages were
277originally developed for work with the built environment, other disciplinary areas such
278as software engineering and education have successfully applied this approach to sharing
279re-usable design ideas. A notable example of design patterns work within the CSCL
280community is COLLAGE (Hernández-Leo et al. 2006a, b Q8). COLLAGE is a web-based
281tool offering educational designers support for structuring collaborative learning sessions
282through scripting, such as through patterns like Jigsaw, Pyramid or Think-Pair-Share
283(Prieto et al. 2011). For example, a Jigsaw design pattern includes a description of the
284learning objectives associated with this type of task design, the type of problem and the
285complexity of the collaborative learning flow, as well as information about the context in
286which the pattern can be applied (Hernández-Leo et al. 2006a, b). The connection
287between patterns and designing in CSCL can also be found in the extensive literature
288on CSCL scripting (Fischer et al. 2007). Scripts can be used to micro-manage dialogue
289between students (e.g. Weinberger et al. 2005), or to model a sequence of collaborative
290tasks at a macro level (e.g. Tchounikine 2008). Whilst some CSCL methods are some-
291times interchangeably referred to in the literature as both patterns and scripts (e.g. see
292Jigsaw, Pyramid, Think-Pair-Share in Conole et al. 2010; Dillenbourg and Hong 2008),
293design patterns can be seen as conceptual models that help in describing or materialising
294CSCL scripts (Hernández Leo et al. 2010).
295From an IG perspective, a design pattern, and its subsequent instantiated script, learning
296task, learning artefact, etc., can be seen as artefacts inscribed with their own collectively-
297defined utilisation schemes. (In other words, suggestions about the way or ways an artefact can
298be used are ‘written in’ to the artefact itself.)
299The closest commonality between patterns and utilisation schemes may be seen in
300Verillon and Rabardel’s definition of a utilisation scheme (Verillon and Rabardel 1995, p.
30110) as an enabler for subjects to associate artefacts with their actions by providing a set of
302repeatable and generalisable characteristics of artefacts’ utilisation. An approximation of
303this notion was also suggested by Folcher (2003), who indicated that a knowledge-sharing
304information system can be seen as an instrument system that provides individual users
305with generic or specific forms to support individual activity. In educational contexts,
306Corcoran (2011) hinted that an IG perspective can be taken to explain how teachers re-
307use and adapt off-the-shelf resources created by others, for use in their own design
308practice. In general, Rabardel and Bourmaud (2003) explained that instruments can be
309dynamically and collectively shaped by the community. As a result, instruments can
310gradually become inscribed with, or carry information about, some of that community’s
311shared knowledge. In this way, educational design patterns (such as ‘Jigsaw’) can be seen
312as artefacts which have gradually and collectively evolved with the aim of improving
313effectiveness and adoption by a wider community of educational practitioners. Through
314this evolution, educational design patterns become explicitly inscribed with their own
315utilisation schemes: which we can now recognise as a mark of what Rabardel and
316Bourmaud (2003) refer to as shared (local or extended) community heritage.
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317Consequently, the final part of the motivation for the current study is to explore the ways in
318which CSCL artefacts come to be inscribed with their own utilisation schemes.

319Research aims

320Our research addresses what Lonchamp (2012) called the (neglected) ‘upstream’ or
321‘preparation phase’ in CSCL. It helps the exposition of our research plan to distinguish
322between three sets of people involved in the CSCL design research pathway. We argue
323that from time to time, people in each of these sets design and learn. To avoid ambiguity,
324we refer to the sets as follows:

325& Set 1: At the ‘downstream’ end are people engaged in intentional CSCL - the people who
326are normally labelled ‘students’ or ‘learners’.
327& Set 2: Just ‘upstream’ there is a set of people who engage in design for these students’
328learning. These people are usually a mix of teachers, educational designers and educational
329technologists. In our program of research, the work of these people is extensively
330supported through the use of educational design patterns.
331& Set 3: Further ‘upstream’ again is a set of design researchers – such as ourselves – who
332create and test new methods and tools to help the people in Set 2 do a better job of
333designing for the CSCL needs of Set 1.

334Each of these sets usually involves collaborative teams, who are using computer technology to
335develop new insights, understandings, skills and working practices, and so the whole phe-
336nomenon can be characterised as CSCL. Each set has somewhat different purposes, and rather
337different clusters of artefacts are used and produced. That said, the overall process character-
338istically involves artefacts – and schemes for their use – passing back and forth between the
339sets of people, over different periods of time. From our perspective, as educational design
340researchers, the whole of this is best seen as a single complex system, imbued with CSCL (cf.
341Glanville 2015; Jonas 2014; Sweeting 2016).
342In this paper, our focus is on the activity of educational designers (Set 2) and
343educational design researchers (Set 3). We use the term ‘design pathway’ as a way of
344signalling that design activity and artefacts are constantly evolving and that artefacts
345and utilisation schemes move back and forth between people in Sets 1, 2 and 3.
346Educational designers and educational design researchers usually develop creations to
347connect to, and/or to facilitate, the ongoing activities of others. As they do so, they are
348also themselves constantly drawing on ‘new learning’, which feeds into their future
349design activities.

350Focusing the research

351Our focus for analysis is on activity in the ‘preparation phase’, observing the activities of
352educational designers (Set 2) in a purpose-built Design Studio. We concentrate on showing
353how instrument-mediated activity can be followed:

354& ‘downstream’ (to Set 1), with the resulting design of the CSCL tasks and scripts, aimed at
355promoting rich interactions, being proposed to and continued by the students; and
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356& ‘further upstream’ (to Set 3), with the resulting re-design of the Design Studio (as an
357instrument system) continued in use, prompting changes in the design artefacts
358(instrumentalisation) and/or in the CSCL design practices (instrumentation).

359In the next part of the paper, we provide illustrations of how IG has sharpened our analysis of
360the role of artefacts and their use in collaborative design activity. We follow artefacts
361downstream – articulating how some of the artefacts brought to the Design Studio by Set 3
362shaped the discussion and production of artefacts by Set 2, which in turn would influence the
363instrument-mediated activity of Set 1. We show how utilisation schemes move further
364upstream, or in other words, how something produced by Set 2 impacts on the instrument-
365mediated activity of Set 3. Instrumental Genesis contributes by offering a ‘language’ that
366expresses the complexity of the relationships in a CSCL system, always looking at (at least)
367subject-instrument-object triples at the different levels in which the actors (learners, teachers,
368designers, researchers etc) interact with and (re)design CSCL artefacts.

369Empirical study: instrumental genesis in the CSCL design studio

370The research setting: the design studio and its users

371Because our research program has the practical goal of improving the work of educational
372designers, most of our empirical research has been located in a purpose-built design studio,
373created to explore how people design when their intention is to help other people engage in
374worthwhile CSCL activities. Design studios have been characterised as spaces for creative
375exploration, where designers and artisans individually or collectively engage in conceiving,
376designing and/or crafting new products, artefacts and services (Cennamo and Brandt 2012;
377Goldschmidt et al. 2014; Salama 1995; Schön 1987). Although design studios are commonly
378used in disciplines such as architecture, product and graphic design, the use of design studios
379by those who design for other people’s learning is still rather rare in education. We have found
380design studios to be productive sites for future-oriented research into educational design
381activities, design knowledge and prototype design tools. To this end, we constructed an
382Educational Design Research Studio (EDRS) – to be both a site for collaborative design and
383a means for researching studio-based design.4 Before offering a more comprehensive descrip-
384tion of the EDRS, we need to identify the objects of the two sets of participants involved in the
385research, since these have a bearing on our specific research design:

386& A set of people (‘designers’ - Set 2) creating a complex artefact – a course design –
387intended to benefit another set of people (‘students’ - Set 1) by providing structure and
388resources for their learning activity. (For example, some of their attention was on selecting
389and customising CSCL collaboration scripts.)
390& Another set of people (‘design researchers’ - Set 3) observing the use, by Set 2, of the
391artefacts that collectively constitute the Design Studio. These observations had a dual goal
392– intended to understand the activities of the designers (Set 2) and also to inform future

4 For clarity, we refer to design studios in general by using lower case. The specific Design Studio in which we
carried out the research reported in this paper is denoted with upper case. We provide a brief description of the
Design Studio in the section ‘Understanding the Design Studio in action’.
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393improvements to the Design Studio, including the design tools, methods and divisions of
394labour used within it.

395A classical approach to evaluating the design work of Set 2, and/or the facilities of the Design
396Studio, would be to ask whether outcomes have improved. Are the students in Set 1 showing
397significant learning gains? Are Set 2’s designs judged to be better now than they were before?
398Drawing on Instrumental Genesis, we argue that such connections are not so simple. Instru-
399mental Genesis shows that it is possible to sharpen the analysis of what is occurring and to use
400the insights thus derived to do a better job of supporting design work in the future: that is, to
401improve the work of people in Set 3 for the proximal benefit of people in Set 2 and the distal
402benefit of people in Set 1.
403White (2008) argues for the use of Instrumental Genesis to inform the design of innovative
404learning tools, highlighting the dialectic nature of the processes enacted by the designers and
405the learners who use those tools. This dual character of a designed artefact, can be seen (i) as
406part of instrumentalisation, when taking the perspective of the learner’s instrumented activity,
407and (ii) as part of instrumentation, when considering the designer’s evolving understanding of
408the learner, via the learners’ engagement with the designed CSCL artefact. Figure 1 depicts the
409mediating role of this designed artefact (see central circle) in what Lonchamp (2012) called the
410CSCL ‘use phase’. The instrumental genesis process can be described as follows. The subjects
411in Set 2 (‘designers’) represent their instructional objectives to subjects in Set 1 (‘students’)
412through the designed artefact. As students engage in the learning activity, they both
413instrumentalise and are instrumented by the designed artefact. As a result, the views that
414subjects in Set 2 have about the learners and the design artefact evolve, also resulting in
415instrumentation and instrumentalisation processes on the designers’ side. Arrows in Fig. 1
416represent either direct connections (arrows that directly connect the circles) or instrument-
417mediated activity (the two arrows that touch the edge of the designed CSCL artefact circle).
418Focusing now on the ‘preparation phase’, and building on White’s model, we suggest a
419representation that includes similar dialectic processes, but which also brings Set 3 (i.e. the
420observing researchers who are working on supporting the CSCL design activity) into the
421picture. Figure 2 shows how the Design Studio, seen as an instrument system, also has a dual
422character. (i) From the designers’ perspective (Set 2), the Design Studio plays a mediating role
423for designing the CSCL artefact or task that will be proposed to the students for their use. (ii)
424From Set 3’s perspective (which can include the research team and also the wider CSCL
425design community and its accumulated knowledge), the Design Studio has an evolving role in
426mediating the collaborative design activity of Set 2 people. In this case, the designed CSCL

Fig. 1 The mediating role of a designedQ9 artefact in the CSCL ‘use phase’ depicted by White (2008)
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427artefact (in the form of a course design and/or CSCL scripts) can be considered as a shared
428object imbued with its utilisation schemes and instructional meaning, which are expressed by
429the design patterns that compose it. As educational designers engage in a collaborative learning
430design activity in the Design Studio, they both instrumentalise and are instrumented by the
431numerous artefacts contained in the Design Studio to produce the actual learning design(s). As
432a result, the views that subjects in Set 3 have about the designers, the learning designs and the
433Design Studio, evolve and produce similar instrumentation and instrumentalisation processes
434on Set 3’s side.

435Understanding the design studio in action

436The Design Studio at the University of Sydney is a specialist research facility equipped with a
437range of digital and physical tools and interactive surfaces, two large writeable walls, an
438interactive whiteboard (IWB), a data projector, iPads, various items of furniture, paper, pencils,
439coloured markers, etc.: all intended to support the collaborative activity of small design teams
440(see Fig. 3). Because it is a research facility, our Design Studio also has a built-in audio-visual
441recording infrastructure that allows the capture of research data. During design sessions,
442multiple radio lapel microphones and ceiling-mounted video and high definition time-lapse
443cameras record the activity, including conversations, gestures and movement in the physical
444space, for analysis by our research team after the event.
445The studies we have carried out in our Design Studio typically involve three to eight
446people working together on a design task, over a period of two to four hours. The design
447sessions have covered a wide range of disciplines (e.g. product, project or learning
448design); levels of authenticity and duration formats (e.g. single versus multiple design
449sessions). For example, in some studies, the designers are ‘intact’ groups who are already
450working together on a real design task: they ask to use our Design Studio as a
451collaborative workspace and to have their design activity recorded (e.g. designing an
452app or an educational game). In other studies, we set the design task, and/or the design
453methods, and/or intended roles for each member of a design team, as well as providing
454the tools and other resources of the Design Studio. These more artificial studies normally
455involve volunteer participants – such as postgraduate learning sciences students, tutors,
456learning designers and teachers – with varying levels of expertise in educational design.
457The present research study used one of these more controlled scenarios, whose primary
458practical purpose was to get deeper insights into the collaborative design activity of
459participants designing for CSCL activities using an interactive, multi-touch tabletop
460display (also known as a collaborative design table).

Fig. 2 The mediating role of the Design Studio as an instrument system in the CSCL ‘preparation phase’
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461Figure 3 shows the area of the Design Studio in which we located this collaborative design
462table, near an interactive whiteboard. This configuration was chosen because it allows the
463designers to: i) use the design table as the main working device, mirroring the view on the
464interactive whiteboard, or ii) split the task so different team members could build two
465candidate designs in parallel, on the design table and the interactive whiteboard or iii) compare
466two different designs, each showing on a different device. A software design tool called
467CoCoDes (Martinez-Maldonado et al. 2016, 2018) was deployed on the design table and on
468the interactive whiteboard. CoCoDes provides a multi-touch user interface, customised to
469support collaborative high level conceptual design work on tertiary education courses. Figure 4
470(left) shows its main user interface. This offers a configurable timeline where teams can define
471all the learning tasks for students for a full study period. A pattern language (PL) is pre-loaded,
472containing patterns we have crafted for student tasks, learning spaces, learning resources, etc.
473CoCoDes provides digital icons that represent each of these patterns. They can be quickly
474manipulated by direct touch, allowing bimanual input and fluid interaction with the visual
475representations of the design patterns. Figure 4 (left) shows some instances of these patterns on
476the design timeline (e.g. see the coloured squares labelled as Lecture and Module in red,
477Individual assignment in green, Jigsaw in blue, etc). This allows the (Set 2) users to rapidly
478create, and also alter, a sequence of learning activities – where icons are used to represent each

Fig. 3 The (digital and non-digital) artefacts in the physical space of our Design Studio

Fig. 4 Close up of CoCoDes interface. Left: the main design interface. Right (above): result of ‘double-tapping’
the Jigsaw instance to reveal textual elaborations of the learning activity it represents. Right (below): a designer
manipulating the sequence of tasks within a Jigsaw pattern
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479activity. Each of these representations can be ‘double-tapped’ to reveal textual explanations
480and elaborations of the learning activity they represent (e.g. Fig. 4-right, above). So one of the
481ways that the social – as distinct from the private – part of the utilisation scheme can be
482disseminated is through textual annotation of the artefact itself. An example of this is an icon
483representing a Jigsaw pattern. This digital artefact can be simply and directly manipulated to
484place it into a sequence of learning activities. This is particularly straightforward for people
485who have a working knowledge of what Jigsaw is/does. But also, tapping to access the text of
486the pattern reveals (part of) the artefact’s utilisation scheme. Thus, in IG terms, a participant
487(from Set 2) may combine knowledge that constitutes their private utilisation scheme for this
488artefact with the shared utilisation scheme inscribed in the artefact, to bring into being an
489instrument for their object of course design. More specifically, the designer (from Set 2) will
490use this combined knowledge to add a particular kind of collaboration script to a specific point
491in the sequence of learning tasks that will be tackled by Set 1 at learn-time. For example, Fig. 4
492(right, below) shows how a designer could add a preliminary step (called background activity)
493to be enacted before the ‘regular’ sequence of subtasks.

494Overview of the studies, participants and tasks

495The overall research design involved two connected studies – Study 1 and Study 2. In what
496follows, we decribe specificities of these two studies in turn, showing how findings from Study
4971 influenced decisions about the participants and tasks in Study 2. We then introduce the
498common features of both studies.
499Study 1 involved four teams, each of two designers. Designers were recruited via an
500email invitation to participate in the project. All participants were postgraduate students
501in educational technology. Participants were allocated into dyads according to their time/
502day availability. The goal set for participants in Study 1 was to produce one candidate
503high-level design for a real university course: a one semester course in introductory
504computer science. Participants were not directly involved in the teaching or instructional
505design of this particular course. The participants worked on this design task for 1–1.5 h
506in the Design Studio. All the artefacts shown in Table 3 were made available for the
507participants, except for the Learning Design Dashboard.
508The course to be re-designed by participants was an undergraduate engineering and
509computer science subject called “Human-Computer Interaction” which is commonly offered
510each term to second and third year students at the School of Information Technologies of the
511University of Sydney. The course is usually delivered during 12 weeks. This course was in part

t3:1 Table 3 Artefacts comprising the Instrument System in our Design Studio and the kinds of mediations envisaged
by the EDRS designersQ10 : epistemic (E), pragmatic (P), reflexive (R) and inter-personal (I)

t3:2 Hardware (Input/output) Software and logical tools
t3:3 ❑ Interactive whiteboard (IWB) (E, P)

❑ Interactive tabletop (P)
❑ Learning Design (anonymised for review) app (E, P)

t3:4 ❑ Large projected display (E)
❑ Keyboards and pointing devices (P)
❑ Tablet devices (E)

❑ Internet navigator – Course description (E)
❑ Digital catalogue of design patterns (E)
❑ Digital personalised instructional design requirements (E)

t3:5 ❑ Medium sized display (non-interactive) ❑ Learning Design Dashboard (R)
t3:6 Furniture Non-digital materials
t3:7 ❑ Large table space ❑ Printed personalised instructional design requirements
t3:8 ❑ Writeable whitewall (E, I) ❑ Printed catalogue of design patterns (E)
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512selected because any course re-designs resulting from our studies could be passed to the course
513coordinator to consider the implementation of design changes. Secondly, this course was also
514valuable in terms of CSCL research as it commonly involves a wide range of collaborative
515learning activities in the classroom and online, featuring multiple group configurations, group
516tasks and with a final assessed group project. One of the practical aims of Study 1 was to gain
517some formative feedback on the prototype CoCoDes system – a normal part of the develop-
518ment process for new design tools and methods (Masterman 2015; Murray 2016).
519In addition, we also wanted to find ways of incorporating the use of design patterns in the
520process of redesigning this course. However, as will be discussed in the research outcomes
521section, the design patterns and pattern language available in Study 1 were hardly ever
522consulted – participants did not use any of the CSCL scripts (e.g. Pyramid, Jigsaw, Think-
523Pair-Share) in their designs, instead focusing on basic group formations and sequenced tasks.
524There were no specific roles assigned, and so all participants acted as learning designers.
525Analysis of post-hoc interviews indicated that the design task in Study 1 was too open and that
526participants did not perceive a need to discuss, search information, or integrate scripts into their
527designs. The lack of interaction with the design patterns was also a contributing factor in re-
528structuring the design of our second study, in ways that would encourage participants to
529engage in discussion and exploration of scripts.
530Study 2 was a follow up study, conducted six months later, for deeper scientific purposes.
531Study 2 also involved four teams, each of three designers – see Fig. 5. Six participants from
532Study 1 were distributed across these four teams. Again, an email invitation to participate in
533the study was sent out, and all recruited participants were postgraduate students in educational
534technology, with no prior involvement in the course they were asked to redesign. Triads were
535formed according to availability, but also to ensure that each group had at least one participant
536from Study 1 who had experience in using the artefacts of the Design Studio: in order to
537investigate their role in the collaborative design activity. The goal set for participants in Study
5382 was to produce two candidate high-level designs of the same university course, resolving
539some competing design goals. In increasing both the number of participants in each group, and
540the designs that participants needed to create, we aimed to forge better opportunities for
541discussion and resolution of conflicting goals, through a task that more closely simulated
542those in real world design teams. Each team member was assigned one of three possible roles
543(Lecturer (Instructor), Learning Designer and Quality Assurance Officer). Participants
544assigned to the role of Learning Designer had some previous knowledge of design patterns,
545with the other roles being randomly allocated. According to their role, each team member had
546specific information about the course and goals. Some of the goals provided to the participants
547were complementary to the goals given to other participants, and some were conflicting (e.g.

Fig. 5 Two teams of designers generating candidate designs for a university course in our Design Studio
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548they had to build two of three possible course modalities: a lecture-based, a blended learning or
549a fully online course). Thus, the task was purposefully designed to involve the resolution of
550conflicting information and goals, agreement about the different design versions to be built,
551compliance with institutional metrics (e.g. a minimum of face-to-face contact between students
552and instructors), and the construction of designs using the CoCoDes tool. This was different
553from Study 1, in which there was no social scaffolding of this kind: no assigned roles.
554In both studies, before engaging in the collaborative design activity, participants
555completed a pre-task that consisted of a short tutorial to generate rapid learning design
556prototypes. They also had opportunities to ask questions and become familiar with the
557CSCL design patterns that were available in the catalogue provided. After the collabo-
558rative design activity, each participant completed a questionnaire about how they used
559the artefacts and the space of the Design Studio. Then, a 20-min semi-structured
560interview was conducted with each team of designers. Two researchers were also present
561in the Design Studio while participants engaged in the collaborative task. Their main role
562was to observe and take notes, and ask questions in the de-briefing of the experiment, but
563the researchers could also provide assistance with the equipment, if required. In addition,
564audio and video recordings were made.
565In both Study 1 and Study 2, all participants were given the following paper materials:

566& a design brief (indicating the requirements and constraints of the course design),
567& a catalogue of pedagogical design patterns (a simple pattern language describing relevant
568patterns for the course).

569Each participant was also provided with a tablet device that included:

570& digital copies of the design brief and the pattern language, and
571& access to the official online system, run by the University of Sydney, that provides detailed
572descriptions of university courses, their requirements and intended learning outcomes from
573previous editions of the same course.

574Table 3 presents an overview of the digital (hardware/software), non-digital, and
575furniture artefacts that were used by design team members in the Design Studio. The
576table also depicts the mediating design intentions of Set 3 for each of the artefacts and
577tools made available in the Design Studio (epistemic, pragmatic, reflexive and inter-
578personal mediations). For instance, locating a multi-touch interactive tabletop in the
579middle of the studio was intended to facilitate pragmatic mediation. Similarly, the
580software of the interactive whiteboard served as a pragmatic mediator between the
581designing team and the learning designs (via touch interaction) but it was also intended
582to serve as an epistemic mediator by extending the perceptual fields of the design team
583when used as an alternative display. The dashboard had an intended reflexive mediation
584role because it featured analytics about the designs being developed. The paper-based
585documents and the information shown on the tablet were intended to serve as epistemic
586mediators (e.g. as the main sources of the course and design patterns information). As
587most of the inter-personal interactions were face-to-face, all tools, but particularly those
588that allowed scribbling, could be used as inter-personal mediators (e.g. the writeable
589wall, which was intended to be used by teams to externalise their agreements, for
590planning their task, etc).
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591In sum, Fig. 6 depicts how things changed from Study 1 to 2, including people, social
592scaffolding, design goals, and tools.

593Data collection and analysis

594Data collection for the two studies took place over a period of seven months, with Study
5951 taking place six months prior to Study 2. Both studies included multiple participants
596allocated into small design groups. Data gathering included observation notes, short
597individual paper questionnaires completed just after each design session, debriefing
598group interviews for each session, artefacts produced (captured via digital images), and
599video recordings of participants’ activity.
600The unit of analysis included the groups of educational designers and the artefacts they
601produced as our aim was understanding subject-instrument-object triples. This type of unit of
602analysis builds on work from Activity Theory (Engeström 1987; Engeström 1999; Kaptelinin
6032005) where the entire activity system is seen as the unit of analysis. We examined people’s
604speech exchanges, their actions, the objects they manipulated, and their interactions with and
605(re)design of CSCL artefacts. Two researchers were involved in data analysis. The researchers
606discussed initial impressions of observational data captured at each session, and then each
607researcher independently screened video data to gather moments of interest for further
608analysis. A selection of video passages were independently watched and each passage was
609thematically analysed using IG concepts, by both researchers. The researchers discussed their
610two independent analyses to reach an agreement. Video data was transcribed and video images
611were processed for the purposes of reporting the selected illustrative examples.
612In qualitative studies, notions of generalisability and reliability are usually replaced by
613validity and trustworthiness, rigor and attention to the quality in the research process (Creswell Q11

6142003). We employed multiple qualitative techniques described in the literature as best practices
615for studies using such a logic of inquiry. For example, we used data triangulation (various
616design sessions in two studies), triangulation of sources of evidence (individual questionnaires,
617group interviews, artefacts, video data, observation notes), and analysis triangulation (two
618researchers in the analysis process). We also used thick description: a strategy in qualitative
619research to offer detailed information so data collection and explanations are replicable
620(Denzin and Lincoln 2000).

Fig. 6 Evolving re-design conducted by people of Set 3 from Study 1 to Study 2
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621Research outcomes

622In this section, we provide illustrations of how the Instrumental Genesis perspective helped us
623conceptualise the instrument-mediated activity in the ‘preparation phase’ of the CSCL design
624pathway. In particular, we discuss how artefacts, instruments and utilisation schemes move
625‘downstream’ and ‘upstream’.

626Artefacts moving downstream

627

628

629
632Example 1 Design patterns flowing downstream
633From Study 2. Design patterns proposed by Set 3 mediated the design discussions and production of a
634collaboration script by Set 2 that would be enacted at learn-time by Set 1.
635636637

638Artefacts such as design patterns incorporated into the course design by members of Set
6392 move downstream to eventually become artefacts in the run-time/learn-time environment
640for learners in Set 1. In Lonchamp’s terms, they move from the ‘preparation phase’ to the
641‘use phase’. There may be some substantial transformational and/or translational processes
642involved in this. But, for most design(ed) artefacts, it is possible to follow them down-
643stream to see them re-emerge at learn-time. A design pattern might emerge in the form of a
644scaffold for a learning activity. It may result in a package/sequence of step-by-step
645instructions given to subgroups of Set 1 students, suggesting how they should organise
646aspects of their groupwork. For example, in the pattern language used in Study 2 there
647were a number of design patterns purposely tailored to support the formation of different
648social arrangements (e.g. Group formation: led by the teacher, by the students, alphabet-
649ically) or the enactment of a collaboration method (e.g. Small group work, Whole class
650discussion, Jigsaw, Pyramid, Think-Pair-Share). A resulting collaboration script of this
651kind may take a number of forms – a short PDF document, or a sequence of prompts in a
652groupware system, for example. The degree of ‘prescriptiveness’ in the scaffold produced
653using a design pattern, however, will vary. Patterns suggest problem-solution pairs, and the
654detail can always be modified, customised and adapted by designers. Whatever the
655physical form, it emerges as an instrument (or, at least, an artefact inscribed with its
656intended utilisation scheme) for the subjects in Set 1 to work on their object(s) of coming
657to understand multiple views on a topic and/or of carrying out group self-regulation.
658We illustrate the above through an excerpt involving members of Set 2 (Triad C) who
659incorporated the instances of some patterns into their course designs. The design patterns were
660made available to all members of Set 2 by the research team (Set 3) who carefully selected
661patterns that are commonly used in university teaching and learning practices. The design
662patterns were offered as ‘design proposals’ that members of Set 2 could use or adapt according
663to their instructional intentions. As a result of the design discussions, the Jigsaw and Think-
664Pair-Share (TPS) patterns were embedded into one of the group’s designs. Each instance of a
665pattern conveyed some explicit meaning in terms of the steps that need to be enacted by the
666learners (e.g. a three-step collaborative script with the following tasks/group arrangements: an
667individual task, a Jigsaw group task and an expert group task). The designers decided on the
668physical position of the instances of the patterns on the interactive surface across a timeline of
66912 weeks. In so doing, Set 2 needed to discuss and decide how the instance of a pattern would
670fit with other critical expected events or planned tasks during the semester.
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671The episode that follows captures the efforts of the Learning Designer (LD), the Lecturer
672(L) and the Quality Assurance Officer (QAO) in coming up with an agreed design. This
673example focuses on their discussion - about adding a design element that draws on an artefact
674(pattern) imbued with their learning design thoughts and utilisation schemes about how to
675deploy the design. The episode also illustrates the instrumentation and instrumentalisation
676processes that took place with one design team (Triad C) after the Lecturer suggested to “talk
677about the online group activities of the subject”:
678

679Episode 1: Think-Pair-Share as a Group Formation strategy

6801 1 L: OK, so, let’s talk about the online group activities. Let’s add “Group Formation”
681(pattern “Group Formation” added to the tabletop design by L).
6822 LD: Yes, one of the first activities I would highly recommend for forming the groups is
683this activity called “Think-Pair-Share” (LD speaks while consulting the digital version
684of the pattern language on the tablet). This basically allows students to think about the
685problem to then turn to their partner or their group to share what they think about the
686activity. Then, they can come to a plenary session at the end or you can choose not to.
687That way you may elicit positive attitudes from your students and they will get to know
688each other.
6893 L: OK.
6904 QAO: And the discussion can be on a topic unrelated to the discipline so they don’t get
691tripped off in deep discussion related to the discipline just yet.
6925 LD: Yeah.
6936 QAO: The activity could be about some trendy topic, an environmental issue or anything.
6947 LD: Yeah, something that I have done before to just get people talking and knowing each
695other is asking them to describe chocolate or something that everyone has an opinion
696about […].
6978 L: Yeah, but these are engineering students, I would be inclined to trust them a bit more.
698We can give them simple tasks within the framework of the course. We can ask them to
699discuss an engineering concept that is valuable for the course but the hidden intention is
700to have them form groups.
7019 QAO: Yeah, sounds great.
70210 LD: Ok, I am just a bit concerned that the group formation is very late in the semester
703(pointing at the “Group formation” pattern on the tabletop. L moves the Group forma-
704tion pattern physically).
70511 LD: I would highly recommend moving the “Group Formation” to the second week.
70612 L: Ok (L moves the “Group Formation” pattern to a week earlier in the semester).

707This episode illustrates the process of instrumentation. The Learning Designer first proposes to
708include a pattern (Think-Pair-Share) as a solution to the group formation problem formulated
709by the Lecturer (see line 2). As the Learning Designer reads about a pattern and makes a
710suggestion – the ‘evolution of the person’ or the instrumentation has not yet happened – but
711this seems the ‘launching moment’. He reads and proposes the pattern language representation
712to others but also, at the same time, to confirm these ideas to himself. This may be considered
713as his individual instrumentation – as we confirmed in an interview performed afterwards
714(described below). The Lecturer immediately agrees, saying ‘OK’ (line 3). Then the three team
715members suggest different ways of deploying the pattern for different purposes. The passage
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716described in lines 4–9, shows the Learning Designer elaborating on the Quality Assurance
717Officer’s idea (example with the chocolate) and the Lecturer disagreeing (mentioning the
718engineering example). This passage seems to confirm a group movement towards
719instrumenting the pattern – as previously discussed patterns already have imbued into them
720a suggested utilisation scheme. The subsequent passage (lines 10–12), includes the design
721team’s final decision on the timing of the group formation in the timeline of the course. This
722passage illustrates the instrumentation process to collectively assimilate the new artefact
723(Think-Pair-Share) by giving it a new meaning. The Lecturer discovered that Think-Pair-
724Share might also be useful to perform a new function - as an icebreaker to facilitate group
725formation. In the next part of the episode we confirm this, and another process:
726

727Episode 1 (continuation): Jigsaw to complement the Think-Pair-Share activity

72813 LD: The most advanced activity I would like them to do before hitting the project is
729called the “Jigsaw” method. I think they are going to [use it for their own work] quite
730frequently if they are familiar with it. Basically, you give them a problem and they all
731investigate different aspects of that problem. Then they come back to the group and they
732shed some light about that problem from different perspectives. A very practical way to
733do that is to give them an article that is 20 pages long. If there are four students, then they
734read 5 pages each. Then they come back in one group and shed light on those pages. Then
735in the project, where you know, the workload can be less manageable, it may be
736important for them to know how to interrogate each other effectively.
73714 14QAO: And they could think about these processes, for example as they work on the
738“Think-Pair-Share” activity and then they walk through the “Jigsaw”, it can help them
739think in terms of methodologies they could use in their groups. I think they are quite
740connected.
74115 LD: Yeah, and I would try to implement the “Jigsaw” a bit further in the semester.
74216 QAO: I think the “Think-Pair-Share” activity is a nice scaffolding to the “Jigsaw”.
743They both may help students to have a good outcome from their projects. Is that the
744logic?
74517 LD: That’s the logic behind this. That the “Jigsaw” comes a bit later in the semester once
746groups are more comfortable with each other.
74718 L: OK let’s do that. So, the group formation happens in week two and groups stay formed
748for 6 weeks (pointing at the 6 weeks of the semester). “Think-Pair-Share” and “Jigsaw”
749activities happen during this period.
75019 QAO: That’s got to be
75120 LD. Yeah, and there should be a facilitator in the picture there (LD checks the Pattern
752language again).
75321 L: So, if some of that happens in the laboratory…?
75422 LD: Yeah, sure, there is room for that. But you can do some of this online. Also, the
755laboratory or a computer lab would work perfectly for that.

756In this case, besides the instrumentation of a new pattern (Jigsaw) in a similar way to what the
757team did previously (see lines 13–15), the episode also illustrates the start of the pattern
758instrumentalisation. Team members start to consider how they will modify (or apply) and pair
759both patterns to suit their specific purpose (lines 16–19). They comment on how their ideas
760match the original utilisation scheme (e.g. whether there is a facilitator involved in the
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761execution – line 20) and in which learning space the collaborative activity will be executed
762(e.g. in the laboratory or online – lines 21–22). Importantly, as the design team moves along,
763discussing when it would be the optimal time to have this as a “learning activity”, their speech
764changes, moving from consulting “patterns” to referring to these as “activities” – so the
765passage illustrates the evolution of the artefacts which, in this case, already had a utilisation
766scheme which also evolved temporarily.
767Overall, this example shows the epistemic mediation role of the patterns as artefacts
768inscribed with their own utilisation schemes. (Refer back to Table 1 for the four kinds of
769mediation.) It also illustrates the collective instrumentation process of the design team in
770appropriating and giving new meanings to the patterns, and the instrumentalisation of
771those patterns to serve particular design intentions. However, the IG framing also
772suggests the continuous evolution of each individual. This was confirmed in a post-hoc
773interview when a video recording of the session was shown to the Learning Designer.
774The Learning Designer explained the thoughts and motivations he had during the episode
775illustrated above, saying:
776

777
778I was very focused on my role (Learning Designer) so I was also looking at the pattern
779language and the different activities. Although I knew about the activities from work,
780because I use them a lot in the school, I just needed a recap and was interesting to
781see the pattern descriptions of the Jigsaw and the Think-Pair-Share activities. So, I
782was just reading up on that and trying to sell it to the others [team members] making sure
783they were implemented in the design as well. (Study 2, Triad C, Participant D7)

784

785The above passage illustrates how an individual team member “evolved” as part of his own
786instrumentation process. In this case, the Learning Designer already has some understanding
787of what Jigsaw and Think-Pair-Share patterns are. But the utilisation schemes of these patterns
788are further shaped (a) by the description of the patterns in the pattern language provided
789(individual instrumentation) and (b) as a result of the collective implementation of the pattern
790in the course design (group instrumentation).
791

792

793
796Example 2 The design dashboard mediating reflection in the ‘preparation phase’
797From Study 2: The learning design dashboard created by Set 3 mediates the design discussions and production
798work of Set 2, by offering visualisations about students’ learning tasks (Set 1).
799800801

802The design dashboard artefact created by members of the research team (Set 3) is offered to
803the educational designers (Set 2) as a means to support reflection upon metrics automatically
804calculated from their learning designs on-the-fly. The design decisions taken by designers in
805Set 2 move downstream to make changes that affect the learning tasks designed for learners
806(Set 1). In Rabardel’s Q12view (2003), something like the learning design dashboard can serve as a
807reminder to designers of important information to be considered during the design session, and
808trigger design changes. The reflexive mediating role of the dashboard can be seen in light of
809Béguin’s (2003) view of design as a reflexive conversation between designers and the object of
810design: the designers strive to reach their goals, but the object of design can ‘reply’ with
811unexpected ‘resistances’ offering a pause and prompting designers to reflect and learn. In the
812CSCL Design Studio, this reflexive activity takes place in a dialogue among the Learning
813Designers and the other actors, with artefacts such as the design dashboard triggering some of
814these discussions or supporting reflection.
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815In Study 2, there were episodes where the design dashboard played a key role in mediating
816reflexive design discussions. In some cases, the educational designers (Set 2) adjusted learning
817tasks (for learners – Set 1) based on their interpretation of the representations in the dashboard,
818and how well these aligned with the specific goals defined by members of the research team
819(Set 3). For example, the Quality Assurance Officer had the specific goal of trying to optimise
820the number of hours in the course dedicated to face-to-face collaborative learning activities.
821We illustrate the ‘resistances’ triggered by the dashboard, through an excerpt from the work of
822the educational designers (Set 2, Triad D). Triad D used the dashboard to swiftly identify
823potential problems with the balance of collaborative activities in their course designs and to
824compare trade-offs between two candidate designs. The episode below unfolded towards the
825end of the session, when all actors were physically working on the candidate design ‘B’ at the
826interactive whiteboard (IWB), after completing the candidate design ‘A’ at the tabletop.
827

828Episode 2: Mediating design discussions via a design dashboard

8291 1 QAO: What does the dashboard say in terms of the learning activities? (walking
830towards the tabletop area to face the design dashboard, see Fig. 7a).
8312 L: Not sure
8323 QAO: (after looking at the dashboard and at the IWB for around 10 s she says) So, in the
833design ‘A’ we got 16% of learning activities that we haven’t associated to an online or
834face-to-face learning space (both the L and the LD walk up towards the QAO to face the
835dashboard too).
8364 L: Are they here? (L points at the tabletop, see Fig. 7b)
8375 QAO: Yes.
8386 LD: Ok, we need to define what students will do.
8397 QAO: Let me first just fix something (the QAO finds that the timing of one large activity
840in design B is not right after looking at the dashboard and walks to the IWB to fix it).
8418 L: So, 16% (the L and LD keep trying to identify the learning tasks that are not defined in
842the tabletop).
8439 LD: Here we need to add some of the learning tasks we added in the other design (‘B’).
84410 L: Perhaps we can add some details to the “Project” (both L and LD start making
845changes to the candidate design ‘A’ again in the tabletop, see Fig. 7c)
84611 LD: We can add some of these patterns such as the “Jigsaw” or a “Pyramid”.
84712 L: Yes.
84813 LD: Maybe we can add an Idea generation task to the “Project” too.
84914 L: OK (L starts to implement the changes while the QAO returns to the tabletop area to
850see what they have been doing).
85115 QAO: Is there any activity towards the end?
85216 L: Yes (stares at the timeline visualisation of the dashboard and points at one pattern
853representation in the tabletop corresponding to a task belonging to the Project pattern in
854the last week of the course). Where does this number come from? (pointing at one of the
855visualisations in the dashboard that represents the balance between face-to-face and
856online activities).
85717 QAO: This should be alright (also pointing at the dashboard, see Fig. 7d), this is design
858B (staring at the IWB). But for design ‘A’ we should only have around 70% of ‘Lecture
859time’ (looking at the writeable wall where they wrote their agreed design goals, see
860Fig. 7e) but we have more. Where do you think this is coming from?
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86118 LD: That’s what I have been adding. I can show you what I have been doing. I have been
862defining some Idea generation tasks at the beginning of the course Project (all stare at the
863tabletop while the LD explains the changes she made while the others were reflecting on
864the dashboard, see Fig. 7f).

865
866In addition to the instrumentation and instrumentalisation processes occurring in this
867session, we also see evidence of the four kinds of mediation roles shared across the different
868digital and non-digital displays and surfaces, and people in the Design Studio. The reflection is
869prompted first by the Quality Assurance Officer who focuses the team’s attention on the design
870dashboard (see lines 1–2 in Episode 2). The dashboard was designed by the research team (Set
8713) as a “reflexive tool” – because it is supposed to show visual representations of the tasks that
872educational designers (Set 2) are designing, with the intention of inducing them to reflect.
873After a closer inspection of the dashboard and the interactive whiteboard, the Quality
874Assurance Officer leaves the other two members because she finds something in one design
875that needs fixing (lines 3–7). The reflection is continued by the Lecturer and the Learning
876Designer who start making changes in the original design, displayed on the tabletop, according
877to the indicators shown in the dashboard (lines 8–14). Then, based on the dashboard
878visualisations, the Quality Assurance Officer and the Lecturer try to make sense of why their
879goals are not being accomplished, by looking at the tabletop, the interactive whiteboard and
880writeable wall (see lines 15–17), to later discover that this issue was being introduced by the
881Learning Designer as they were speaking (line 18).
882Overall, this example shows the reflexive and inter-personal mediating role of the dash-
883board (see Table 1), along with the other displays and surfaces, in triggering design changes
884downstream. The mediation of the instrument system is also pragmatic as the team members
885are manipulating the object of design (action on the object) and epistemic as they are trying to
886figure out how the dashboard can help them gain a better understanding of the object of design
887– lines 1–3 and again line 16. The role of the research team (Set 3) in designing the dashboard
888as a tool to promote reflection is also critical, since the visualisations and indicators in the tool

Fig. 7 Members of Triad D comparing their candidate designs and using the different displays while reflecting
on the learning activities to be enacted in learn-time by Set 1
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889shape the kinds of dialogue that emerge between the educational designers (Set 2) during the
890design sessions. In short, this episode illustrates the complexity of the Design Studio as an
891instrument system, where some tools and artefacts that are mainly intended to serve as
892epistemic and pragmatic mediators (e.g. the CoCoDes app in the interactive whiteboard and
893the tabletop) can also play a role as reflexive and inter-personal mediators (e.g. when used in
894conjunction with the dashboard to mediate reflection, self-management and dialogue).

895Utilisation schemes moving upstream

896As illustrated above, in using (as) an instrument such a thing as the CoCoDes, educational
897designers (Set 2) go through processes of instrumentation and instrumentalisation. Instrumen-
898tation here happens when a new meaning is given to (something in) the Design Studio or when
899participants discover how to use (something in) the Design Studio to perform a new function
900that was not envisaged by the research team (Set 3). Instrumentalisation is about enriching the
901properties of the Design Studio or particular tools (e.g. the CoCoDes application), when
902participants might modify or adapt its structure or its functioning to better suit their work.
903Observing how educational designers (Set 2) do this is one way in which the research team
904(Set 3) can enrich their utilisation scheme(s) for the Design Studio in terms of both collabo-
905rative design practice and toolsets. Moreover, new Set 3 knowledge of this kind – new ways of
906using the Design Studio and its constituent artefacts – can be passed on to subsequent cohorts
907of educational designers (Set 2), through explicit training and/or through inscriptions in new
908versions of the artefacts. Here, the Design Studio becomes an instrument for the subjects in the
909research team (Set 3) to work towards their objective of improving the practices of design for
910learning. Instrumentation at a Set 3 level happens when the research team re-designs the
911Design Studio, or modifies CoCoDes as a tool, to better support design work – based on
912knowledge gained from previous experiments (e.g. from Study 1 to Study 2) or from earlier
913iterations of this experiment – modifying artefacts for the groups of people in Set 2 in triads B,
914C and D based on observations of Set 2 in triads A, B and C, respectively.
915Other artefacts produced by the research team (Set 3) to mediate the design conversations of
916educational designers (Set 2) include: specific scaffolds about how to tackle the task, role
917differentiation and regulation tools, which were added to the Design Studio as a result of
918previous observations (e.g. the dashboard in Study 2). Cycles of instrumentalisation occurred
919as the research team (Set 3) added small modifications to some of the artefacts with which Set
9202 participants interacted in the Design Studio. New knowledge gained from observations of
921educational designers (Set 2 Triad A’s) instrument-mediated activity encouraged the research
922team (Set 3) to modify task artefacts offered to other groups of educational designers (Set 2
923Triad B), and so on, in each iteration of the experiment. Next, we provide an example scenario
924that illustrates how utilisation schemes can move upstream.

925

926

927
930Example 3 Epistemic scaffolding Q13triggered by knowledge gained from previous sets of design sessions
931Non-use of CSCL scripts (by members of Set 2) in Study 1 led to modifications in task artefacts provided by the
932R&D team (Set 3) in Study 2
933Design patterns proposed by Set 3 mediated the design discussions and production of a collaboration script by Set
9342 that would be enacted at learn-time by Set 1.
935936937

938Although the same design patterns and pattern language were made available in both
939Studies 1 and 2, participants in Study 1 barely consulted the pattern language and did not
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940consider incorporating the CSCL scripts (e.g. Pyramid, Jigsaw, Think-Pair-Share) into their
941designs. They focused instead on basic group formations and sequenced tasks. In all the post-
942hoc interviews, participants indicated that the design task was quite open and they did not feel
943a need to discuss, find more information about, or integrate ‘innovative’ CSCL scripts into the
944design. An explicit request for a much more scaffolded design context was made by one
945designer in Study 1 (Dyad D) as follows:
946

947
948If the instructions of the trial would have asked for adding some specific scripts then we
949would have had a look to the pattern language, wouldn’t we? Maybe if we had to choose
950any of these patterns in terms of the learning outcomes of our design, then it would be
951interesting to have a better look at how to include more complex scripts. This way we
952could wonder what may happen if we apply these patterns, how students would react
953and how they could be put into practice Study 1, Dyad D, Participant D7.
954

955This motivated the research team (Set 3) to make changes in the epistemic and social scaffolds.
956Our first study – with educational designers (Set 2) – lacked detail on specific roles, only
957asking participants to produce two designs. In the collaborative task in Study 1, the educational
958designers (Set 2) disregarded the patterns, alerting the research team (Set 3) that the task
959description would need some adjustments. Specific roles – characterised by competing goals –
960were created and introduced in the experiment with educational designers (Set 2) in Study 2. In
961particular, the Learning Designer role had the goal of actively trying to integrate CSCL scripts
962into the team’s learning designs. The aim was to encourage participants to engage in negoti-
963ation to reconcile competing demands in the design work, as well as to use the design patterns.
964By introducing explicit role differentiation, and adding a requirement for the use of the design
965patterns, the research team (Set 3) was then able to observe the educational designers’ (Set 2)
966instrument-mediated activity in relation to the design patterns, goals and roles. This modifi-
967cation between Study 1 and 2 resulted in all the teams in Study 2 integrating and structuring
968their discussions around explicit design patterns (e.g. see the first example in the previous
969section). In the post-hoc interviews, two groups of participants in Study 2 described the impact
970of this newly introduced epistemic scaffold, as follows:
971

972973We did try to include complex patterns as it was one of my responsibilities, so I was trying
974to do it.Well, that's the interesting part for me. You know, I don't havemuch experience as a
975lecturer, but I've read a lot about design patterns and I know they're useful. They really have
976a higher purpose in terms of how they can be deployed in the classroom, which is really
977cool. Unfortunately, we never got to talk deeply about why they work, but we would if we
978had more time in a real scenario. Study 2, Triad D, Participant LD. 979

980The [pattern language] was really helpful to keep in mind that we may want to include
981some kinds of collaborative tasks into the design, and justify why, how and when in the
982course it would be better [to use them]. Study 2, Triad D, Participant L. 983

984I think having the pattern language at hand was useful for me. Without it, I couldn’t have
985known what all the tasks would mean. I had an idea, as I mentioned before, of the
986activities that were part of the task because of my educational background. If I would
987have been the actual lecturer of this subject, I think I would like to use the patterns in my
988daily life, I could probably use them, not just pick one of them just because it's part of a
989task, but actually properly use them according to the knowledge of the subject. Study 2,
990Triad B, Participant L.
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991992These examples illustrate the instrumentation of the Design Studio for the research team
993(Set 3). The Design Studio becomes an instrument system that is operationalised by the
994research team (Set 3) for generating understanding about the critical role of an explicit design
995pattern language in mediating the learning design activity of the educational designers (Set 2).
996At the same time, the example shows instrumentalisation of the Design Studio: the utilisation
997scheme of the pattern language (lack of integration of CSCL scripts) by the educational
998designers (Set 2) in Study 1 led to (permanent) modifications in task artefacts provided by
999the research team (Set 3) in Study 2. The scaffolding in Study 2 triggered productive
1000conversations and reflection involving the explicit use of CSCL scripts and other design
1001patterns. This was completely absent in Study 1. As shown in the first and third quotes above,
1002participants tried to explain how the pattern language could have an impact in a more realistic
1003scenario. In other words, the provision of specific roles served as an epistemic and reflexive
1004mediator in the learning design activity. This suggests that, for realistic scenarios, teacher-
1005designers may need to be encouraged, scaffolded, guided or provoked to integrate innovative
1006CSCL scripts or design patterns into their design work.

1007Discussion

1008The overarching practical aim of our research is to find better ways to support educational
1009design activity, and so understanding how designers engage in CSCL design work, how tools
1010and resources shape their collaboration, and the role artefacts play in their design activity, are
1011crucial. The main contribution of this article arises from an approach based on the theory of
1012Instrumental Genesis, to conceptualize the evolving role of artefacts (digital and material) in
1013mediating CSCL design activity, in ways that acknowledge the distributed nature of both,
1014design and learning in CSCL. The IG approach has allowed us to conceptualise design activity
1015in terms of the mutual evolution of artefacts and their use, within the educational design
1016context of our empirical research. IG offers analytical tools to discern between different forms
1017of instrument mediation – epistemic, pragmatic, reflexive, and inter-personal mediations (see
1018Table 1). Being sensitised to these different kinds of mediated activity offered us ways of
1019theorizing and identifying the ‘design intentions’ embedded in the tools the educational design
1020research team made available to the educational designers using the Design Studio. It also
1021sharpened our analysis of the educational designers’ interactions with these tools. Understand-
1022ing the role of artefacts and the evolutionary nature of CSCL design activity is crucial for the
1023communicability of design ideas and for the future improvements of CSCL (re)designs.
1024Building on Lonchamp’s work (Lonchamp 2012), our analysis illustrated the ways that
1025instruments generated through interactions between designers and artefacts move ‘upstream’
1026and ‘downstream’ on the CSCL design and implementation pathway. In essence, we were able
1027to identify how artefacts and their use by educational designers shaped the ensuing activity of
1028these designers, and how this in turn, is carried forward into the learning designs they
1029produced. In addition, we also showed how the educational designers’ activity fed into the
1030work of the research team studying and supporting them.
1031The point of departure for our research was the ‘preparation phase’, looking closely at the
1032activity of educational designers. However, as Rabardel and Béguin (2005) have argued,
1033Instrumental Genesis goes beyond explaining instrument-mediated activity by helping to
1034generate understanding of design as a continuously evolving activity. Design and learning,
1035in our view, unfold as distributed and collaborative processes in which people who are
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1036commonly given differentiating labels – as users, students, learners, teachers, designers,
1037learning technologists and educational researchers – all participate, though with different
1038objects in mind. So our focus is not so much on particularities of singular CSCL activities,
1039but on the distribution of activities across the different actors involved in the CSCL design
1040pathway (Sets 1, 2 and 3; Fig. 8). As our examples illustrate, CSCL design unfolds through
1041complex inter-related layers of instrument-mediated activity involving members of these
1042different sets of people. Our focus in this paper was to show how artefacts and their use shape
1043the collaborative design activity, and the role of artefacts in the collaborative learning of
1044educational designers and educational design researchers.
1045To this end, we argue that both the ‘users’ and ‘designers’ go through learning processes,
1046which from a user’s perspective may involve learning how to use, adapt or interact with what
1047has been designed, and engagement in instrumentation and instrumentalisation processes. In
1048our scenario, the ‘users’ in Set 1 (the ‘learners’, see Set 1 in Fig. 8) would explicitly be in a
1049learning role – as the educational designers (Set 2) are designing a course or specific learning
1050artefacts to be used in a CSCL task. However, moving a little ‘upstream’ – we shift our focus
1051onto the educational designers (Set 2) as the ‘users’ in the Design Studio (the ‘designers’ in
1052Fig. 8). What these designers learn through their design activity is often implemented in their
1053future design activity. As the process of producing and reworking a CSCL artefact unfolded,
1054designers (Set 2) were constantly experiencing new learning, which in turn, changed the
1055dynamic of the object being designed (the CSCL tasks and the course design as a whole). This
1056was seen in Example 2 when the Quality Assurance Officer, after noticing a specific occur-
1057rence on the dashboard, asked others to “hold on” while something needed to be “fixed” in
1058their previous design. Similarly, Set 3 (in general, the CSCL research community, or specif-
1059ically our research team – see Set 3 in Fig. 8) experienced “new learning” through observations
1060of the design processes and the instrument-mediated activity of the educational designers (Set
10612) – in our case, across each session of Studies 1 and 2. This also resulted in modifications by
1062Set 3 of artefacts in the Design Studio (e.g. see Example 3). Design in this case is best
1063understood as a distributed, cyclical process “where the result of one person’s activity
1064constitutes a source for the activity of another” (Rabardel and Béguin 2005, p. 451).
1065Instrumental Genesis helped us form a picture of how this distributed activity is in constant
1066movement, but also connected, as if in a web of elements – or a system. This is reflected in the
1067dialectic nature and the dynamic co-evolution of the design activity we observed and our own
1068activity in re-designing artefacts for use in the Design Studio. Thus, the Design Studio, with its
1069range of artefacts – e.g. tabletop, design patterns, dashboard, etc. – functions as an instrument
1070system. The artefacts in the Design Studio can be seen as brought into the design context by
1071the research team (Set 3) to facilitate the instrument-mediated CSCL design activity of the

Fig. 8 Our contribution
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1072educational designers (Set 2) who are also thinking about the needs of imagined students (Set
10731). Instrumental Genesis allowed us to map and establish correspondences between how the
1074tools made available to the educational designers became part of their design conversations
1075and influenced their design decisions, which is illustrated in the examples presented, offering a
1076detailed account of the richness in types of mediation we identified.
1077Certain artefacts may be more ‘adaptable’ or ‘modifiable’ and thus more likely to enable
1078instrumentalisation based on the designers’ intentions (Rabardel and Béguin (2005). For
1079example, as we discussed, design patterns are artefacts already inscribed with their own
1080utilisation schemes, which are intended to be appropriated and included as part of a sequence
1081of learning tasks by the educational designers (Set 2). However, there were different uses of
1082design patterns in Study 1 and Study 2. (See Example 3). In the ‘preparation phase’ in the
1083Design Studio, educational designers (Set 2) could choose to include one or more from a range
1084of different patterns, as part of their design. Designers could also customise the patterns,
1085adding or deleting elements. The presence of patterns among the artefacts available to
1086educational designers (Set 2) in the Design Studio prompted conversations about when – in
1087the timeline of the course – they could be used, how to use them, why teachers use these
1088elements, etc. Some interesting insights emerged in the discussion – as in Example 1, where
1089the educational designers discussed the use of group formation as a strategy to help
1090students get to know each other, and the importance of establishing grounds for conviv-
1091iality at an early stage in the course. In the ‘use phase’, patterns would be likely to be
1092adapted at learntime, when teachers interact with students (Set 1), as they are likely to
1093(re)configure their designs and adapt to the emergent activity. In addition, artefacts such
1094as the tabletop and the dashboard can also be seen as ‘modifiable’, as the educational
1095designers (Set 2) aggregate different components to produce each design and the research
1096team (Set 3) adjusts interface elements across sessions.
1097In sum, the pivoting object which is at the centre of the whole dialectic process is the actual
1098CSCL object of design. In the ‘use phase’, the learners and teachers get instrumented by and
1099instrumentalise the (complex) CSCL artefact designed for them in order to accomplish the
1100learning task. In the ‘preparation phase’ the educational designers (teachers and technology
1101specialists) get instrumented by and instrumentalise the instrument system intended to support
1102their CSCL design (in our case, the Design Studio) and the educational design researchers feed
1103back into the system what they learn in observing the work of educational designers.

1104Concluding comments

1105This paper complements and extends previous work that has explored IG in CSCL (Lonchamp
11062012; Ritella and Hakkarainen 2012). Specifically, it investigates the neglected ‘upstream’
1107activities involved in CSCL design. It illustrates how the IG approach can be used to follow
1108artefacts and ideas back and forth on the CSCL design pathway. We frame research, design,
1109teaching, and learning in CSCL as a distributed activities, and show how the use of CSCL
1110artefacts in specific design situations resonates both ‘downstream’ and ‘upstream’. We believe
1111that this account has made the following important point – that CSCL design is best seen as a
1112dynamic communicative process, in which the various ‘users’ of designs play a substantial role
1113in the evolution of that which has been designed. In order to develop useful methods, tools and
1114resources for supporting the work of educational designers, one needs to examine how these
1115come together in complex activity. It does not make much sense to try to freeze an artefact and
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1116come to some global, context-free, estimation of its worth, or to promulgate a universal
1117principle based on such an evaluation. Rather, one needs to understand artefacts and ways
1118of using them as dynamically coupled in instrument-mediated activity.
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